
Same Day Delivery in Manhattan

Next Day Delivery Throughout the Northeast

Ode à la Rose

Send Flowers Today

CALL US : (646)660-5281

Ode à la 
Rose

What you see

is what you get

We deliver in our

water-filled vase

We send you a snapshot

of your bouquet

We serve most cities

in the Northeast

All bouquets

All bouquets

Fall Special

Rose Bouquets

Rose Tin Pails

Garden Roses

Round Bouquets

50+ Roses

Pick Me Up

Mini Rose Tin Pails

Hearts of Roses

Luxury Flowers

Rose Petals

Occasion

Occasion

Birthday

Love

Thank You

Anniversary

New Baby
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Get Well

Cheer Up
Congratulations

I'm Sorry

Color
Color

Red

Pink
Yellow

White

Purple
Orange

Gold

Pink & White
Orange & White

Yellow & White

Red & Pink
Assorted

Price

Price
Under $40

$40 to $100

$100 to $150
Above $150

Delivery Zones

Order Tracking

Rose Bouquets

Ode à la Rose is a NYC flower shop that brings the timeless beauty of roses right to your doorstep. Our
bouquets are simple and elegant, carefully designed by our trained French florists.

Starting at $49.95

See All

Rose Tin Pails

Make a statement by sending roses contained in a traditional tin pail. In floral design, it symbolizes your

enduring feelings for that special someone  friend, family or love interest.

Starting at $89.95

See All

Garden Roses
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We offer a selection of beautiful rose garden bouquets. Our fragant garden roses will fill any room with

their delicate perfume.

Starting at $74.95

See All

Round Bouquets

He Ode à la Rose Round Bouquet is a French-style bouquet, brimming with roses of every size  both big
blooms and smaller buttons. To make sure its beautiful from every angle, weve selected...

Starting at $84.95

See All

Pick Me Up

Introducing the "Pick Me Up" for only $39.95! No delivery fee. Our "Pick Me Up" is made with 7

premium roses. All of our "Pick me Up" arrangements are delivered in our special Ode à la ROSE gift bag.

Available in Manhattan only

Starting at $39.95

See All

Mini Rose Tin Pails

Small is beautiful. And to prove it, we offer you our Mini Rose Tin Pails. Stunning roses, timeless zinc and

beautiful bamboo come together to create the cutest arrangement in our Mini Rose Tin Pails.
Available in Manhattan only

Starting at $74.95

See All

Hearts of Roses

Give me your heart never rang more true. Show how you feel about that special someone by giving him or

her a real  not proverbial  heart. One made of roses. Our Heart of Roses arrangement is bursting ...

Available in Manhattan only

Starting at $129.95

See All
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Luxury Flowers

Send luxury flowers and bouquets today to someone living in New York City with Ode à la Rose. Our

floral arrangements are made with the highest quality roses and are crafted by our high-end and

experienced...

Starting at $119.95

See All

Rose Petals

Looking where to buy rose petals in NYC? You're in the right place. Rose petals are the perfect way to set
the mood for any intimate occasion. Scatter these velvety soft petals on the dinner table...

Starting at $49.95

See All

Ode à la Rose, a local NYC Florist, offers the best online same day flower delivery service in Manhattan.

All our flower arrangements are made by our highly skilled NYC florists in our workshop located in the
heart of the flower district in New York City. We provide a fast and reliable same day flower delivery

service anywhere in Manhattan for all orders placed before 3:00pm. Send flowers today with Ode à la

Rose!

Ode à la ROSE

120 W 28th St

New York, NY 10001
(646) 660-5281

info@odealarose.com

About Us
Meet the founders

What makes us different

Why choose us
Gift Box & Delivery

Testimonials

Press
Articles

Blog

Sitemap

Account & Help
Your Account

Order Tracking

FAQ
Contact Us
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Where do we deliver ?

Manhattan (Same Day Delivery)

Northeast (Next Day Delivery)

About Roses

Our Roses

Varieties

Care of roses

The meaning of colors

The meaning of numbers

Our Guarantee

If, for any reason, you are not 100% satisfied with your flowers or its delivery, please contact us.

Secured Payment

Terms & Conditions

Privacy policy

THE BEST NYC FLOWER DELIVERY

SERVICE

ODE A LA ROSE VOTED BEST FLORIST IN NEW YORK

CITY BY NY MAGAZINE!

Ode à la Rose - voted "Best Flower Delivery Service" by NY Magazine in its 2013 Best of New York

Edition - is a NYC Florist that brings the timeless beauty of roses right to your doorstep. For those who

admire simple, classic beauty, Ode à la Rose is the ideal flower shop. We specialize in timeless elegance,

rather than fleeting trends, and the rose is a perfect symbol of such style. No frills needed, the flowers say

it all.

BEAUTIFUL BOUQUETS FROM AN ONLINE FLOWER SHOP WITH A

FRENCH TOUCH!

With simple, elegant bouquets designed by French florists, Ode à la Rose we specialize in refined

bouquets that emphasize the purity of flowers, just like those seen everywhere in Paris. This kind of same

day flower delivery with a "French touch" is a rare find in NYC. All of our flowers are hand-delivered in

an elegant box that is certain to delight.

ORDER FROM OUR WIDE RANGE OF SCENTED ROSES

AND FLOWERS

Nothing can compete with the simple elegance that the rose offers. Be it a single red rose, or a colorful

dozen, these flowers can say so many things, on so many occasions. Red for romance, a colorful bouquet

to celebrate, white to apologize, pink to express gratitude, the choices go on. Flower delivery can be

useful even when there's not a special occasion. While life in NYC is exciting and fast-paced, it can be
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exhausting too. Order yourself a bouquet to welcome you home after a long day, or have one on your desk

at work, so when you need a break, all you have to do is close your eyes as you inhale their lovely odor.

You can make your online shopping experience an enjoyable one, and find a gift for anyone - even for

yourself! Who can resist putting her nose into a dozen roses and breathing in their delicious scent?!

LOOKING FOR A LAST-MINUTE GIFT? TRY OUR SAME

DAY FLOWER DELIVERY IN NYC

Are you looking for a last-minute gift? Our online flower shop offers a huge selection of bouquet colors,

sizes and styles, each one carefully arranged with only the freshest flowers. And if you're worried about

the typical high-priced service that most New York City Florists charge, you'll be pleased to see that our

bouquets are affordable, and some even come with no delivery charge.

SEND HAND-DELIVERED FLOWERS TO MANHATTAN AND BROOKLYN

From our central location in New York City, we offer same day flower delivery to a wide variety of New

York businesses, individuals, NYC hospitals, NYC hotels, and New York City nursing homes. For now, we

provide same day flower delivery to most neighborhoods in Manhattan (below 120th street), and to some

areas of Brooklyn.

Click here to see the list of the neighborhoods we deliver to

Ode à la ROSE

120 W 28th Street, New York, NY 10001| (646) 660-5281
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